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Granite Staters have long embraced the “Live Free or Die” motto as a way of life. But thanks to 

Joe Biden and Democrats, New Hampshire’s independent spirit is under attack. That’s why 

Election Day is so important. Republicans are just five seats away from holding a majority in the 

House and one seat away from GOP control of the Senate. The path to accountability for 

Democrats goes right through New Hampshire. 

Families in the Granite State are quite literally paying the price for Democrat leadership. While 

residents struggle under rising costs for everything from gas to groceries, Democrats continue to 

vote for higher inflation. Democrat Sen. Maggie Hassan cast the deciding vote for an inflation-

causing, $1.9 trillion “stimulus.” And while over 40% of New Hampshire homes use fuel oil as 

their primary source of warmth, Hassan has been fully on board with Biden’s war on American 

energy.  

Last year, she voted four times against advancing the Keystone XL Pipeline. She recently led a 

group of vulnerable Senate Democrats in axing a Republican amendment to the Bidenflation 

Scam bill that would have ended its tax hike on crude oil — only to reintroduce the measure 

herself in a ploy to appear “moderate.” As governor, she signed a 22% gas tax increase into law. 

In fact, Hassan has voted with Chuck Schumer 96% of the time this Congress and with 

Biden 96% of the time. From voting down GOP measures for violent crime prevention and drug 

detection to voting to hire IRS auditors instead of Border Patrol agents, Hassan’s record is clear: 

she’s no moderate. 

In Congress, Chris Pappas and Annie Kuster aren’t any better. They’ve voted with 

Biden 100% of the time, including supporting a federal takeover of elections, wasting $1.9 

trillion on Biden's "stimulus" that’s caused prices to surge, and backing the so-called “Inflation 

Reduction Act” which includes $80 billion to hire 87,000 new IRS agents to audit the middle 

class. They even stood idly by while the most radical members of their Democrat caucus called 

to defund the police. While their constituents work hard to make ends meet and worry about 

basic public safety, Pappas and Kuster consistently champion a radical, leftwing agenda. 

Any progress in recovery or growth in New Hampshire has been thanks to Republicans—not 

Democrats. Under the leadership of Republican Gov. Chris Sununu, the Cato Institute 



has ranked the Granite State as the best state in the country for personal and economic freedoms. 

Cato also named Gov. Sununu the nation’s most fiscally-responsible governor, delivering three 

balanced state budgets with no new taxes. His latest budget phases out the Interest and Dividends 

Tax for retirees, provides tax relief to employers and small businesses, and reduces property 

taxes by $100 million. Thanks to his smart, savvy governance, the state has recovered nearly 

all jobs lost during the pandemic and is tied for the second lowest unemployment rate in the 

nation. Republicans deliver for New Hampshire in other ways, too. While Democrats kick the 

can down the road on protecting New Hampshire's vaunted First in the Nation primary, the RNC 

is committed to keeping it. 

Now, New Hampshire Republicans have elected a strong slate of candidates to deliver 

commonsense leadership to Washington. In the Senate race, General Don Bolduc brings with 

him over 30 years of military experience and work as an advocate for veterans struggling with 

PTSD. Battle tested and ready, General Bolduc will lead our country out of the darkness and 

restore American strength. And in the first district, Karoline Leavitt is a proud Granite State 

native who cares deeply about the state in which she was born and raised. As a member of a 

small business family, Leavitt knows the value of hard work and personal responsibility. Her 

belief in supporting our law enforcement, defending parental rights in education, and unleashing 

American energy will make her a firewall between power-hungry Democrats and New 

Hampshire families. 

Despite Democrats doubling down on Biden’s failed agenda, New Hampshire is delivering a 

strong recovery to the state’s families, workers, and businesses thanks to Republicans. Now, 

New Hampshire voters have the opportunity to send this kind of leadership to D.C. Republicans 

offer a refreshing alternative to Democrats’ pattern of putting New Hampshirites last. Come 

Election Day, Granite Staters will reclaim their state’s trademark love of liberty and show 

Democrats the door. 

 


